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A competition cum ANDROID WORKSHOP was conducted by Prof. Anil Dudhe on 17th and 18th February 2016 at I²IT. The workshop was conducted under IEEE Student Branch. The two day workshop taught students about the basics of the android programming starting from installation, coding and basics of programming in xml on day one. The day two was all about app development, database management and final implementation of the work.

The session was conducted for a total of 100 students from all branches of F.E., S.E. and T.E. to help them build interest in android application development and related programming.
At the end of the session students feedback was taken and competition details were given to them. The android workshop covered most of the topics required for the IEEE madC which is an application development contest and the institute level contests as well.

The overall session was enjoyed by students and the agenda of building interest amongst the students about android programming and application development in order to give them a helping hand in their academic projects was fulfilled.